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Abstract—Thanks to the capabilities of the built-in sensors of smart devices, mobile crowd-sensing (MCS) has become a promising

technique for massive data collection. In this paradigm, the service provider recruits workers (i.e., common people with smart devices)

to perform sensing tasks requested by the consumers. To efficiently handle workers’ recruitment and task allocation, several factors

have to be considered such as the quality of the sensed data that the workers can deliver and the different tasks locations. This

allocation becomes even more challenging when the MCS tries to efficiently allocate multiple tasks under limited budget, time

constraints, and the uncertainty that selected workers will not be able to perform the tasks. In this paper, we propose a service

computing framework for time constrained-task allocation in location based crowd-sensing systems. This framework relies on (1) a

recruitment algorithm that implements a multi-objective task allocation algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization, (2) queuing

schemes to handle efficiently the incoming sensing tasks in the server side and at the end-user side, (3) a task delegation mechanism

to avoid delaying or declining the sensing requests due to unforeseen user context, and (4) a reputation management component to

manage the reputation of users based on their sensing activities and task delegation. The platform goal is to efficiently determine the

most appropriate set of workers to assign to each incoming task so that high quality results are returned within the requested response

time. Simulations are conducted using real datasets from Foursquare1 and Enron email social network.2 Simulation results show that

the proposed framework maximizes the aggregated quality of information, reduces the budget and response time to perform a task and

increases the average recommenders’ reputation and their payment.

Index Terms—Mobile crowd sensing, worker selection, particle swarm optimization (PSO)

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MOBILE crowd-sensing (MCS) is a new paradigm in
which a crowd of ordinary citizens utilize their

mobile phone or smart devices to conduct complex and
large-scale sensing tasks [1]. The user mobility makes MCS
a versatile platform that can replace or complement current
static sensing infrastructures. MCS systems benefit several
applications in various areas such as community dynamics
monitoring (i.e., traffic planning [2], environment monitor-
ing [3], or public safety [4]).

The main components of an MCS system are: task man-
ager, customers, and workers. The “workers” are enlisted to
perform tasks in return for some compensation or incentive
(e.g., entertainment, service, and money) [5]. The customers
are the sensing task initiators. Each sensing task has its own
requirements (e.g., deadline and budget), and is published
on the platform to recruit mobile users to perform it. The
task manager is the MCS platform that usually allocates the
sensing tasks to appropriate workers.

MCS systems rely on user-contributed or crowd-source
information. In other words, a task may be answered by one
or multiple workers, depending on the application domain
and the task requirements. Some platforms require a single
user to perform a task while in others, such as Gigwalk,3

many users are required to answer the task request to
ensure the reliability of the collected information. In the par-
ticular case of location-based and time-sensitive sensing
tasks, such as checking the on-shelf availability of a product
in a convenience store, the users can collect the data at the
precise time and location [6]. With this information, any
company can reduce the cost of taking inventories, while
maintaining the proper stock levels at different stores. Cur-
rently, several well-known brands and retailers are custom-
ers of Gigwalk. This suggests that the collection of location-
based and time-sensitive data using MCS is a practice of
growing importance.

1. https://archive.org/details/201309_foursquare_dataset_umn
2. https://snap.stanford.edu/data/email-Enron.html
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InMCS systems, selection of participants is one of themain
challenges, which has an impact on the quality of the task out-
come. Several approaches have been proposed to tackle this
problem. They aim at selecting the best set of users to com-
plete a task subject to several constraints (e.g., budget). How-
ever, most of these approaches are single-task oriented and
do not consider the impact of the task allocation problem in a
large-scale scenario. There are few solutions that address the
multi-task allocation problem (e.g., TaskMe [7] and Active-
Crowd [8]). In these approaches, the relationship between the
number of active participants and the number of tasks to be
completed affects severely the task allocation and completion
rates. Moreover, the multi-task allocation problem faces other
challenges such as location dependency, diversity of quality
of the sensing data, and budget constraints.

The limitations of the existing approaches are summa-
rized as follows:

� The selection of participants is based on a single-objec-
tive optimization problem (e.g., maximizing the num-
ber of accomplished tasks, minimizing the budget [9])
assuming that the workers are willing to participate
regardless how much they expect to earn. Moreover,
modeling the sensing location-based task without
specifying any time constraints [10], [11] is unrealistic
as assumption formany crowd-sensing systems.

� Task allocation and completion rates are severely
affected by limited resources (i.e., active workers)
[7], [8]. Therefore, complementary components
should be investigated in order to enhance the per-
formance of the task allocation model.

� There is a lack of effective delegation mechanisms. A
delegation scheme [12] with monetary incentives can
be abused because the participants can misbehave.
In other words, workers may compete to perform a
task and once they are selected (for instance due to
their high reputation), they may delegate their work
to other workers and still get paid for the task (that
other workers performed).

� The inability to complete tasks affects not only the par-
ticipants’ payment but also their reputation. For exam-
ple, the approach in [13] does not pay the workers if
they give wrong answers, which can discourage the
workers to stay committed to the MCS system. The
model should update the worker’s reputation based
on their performance and their successful delegation.

In this paper, our solution addresses the trade-off among
quality of the sensed data, budget and time constraints for
tasks that require the sensed data within a time frame
because the information is useless afterwards. The main
contribution of this paper is a service computing framework
for the allocation management of time-constrained and
location-based sensing tasks that consists of:

� a multi-objective task allocation algorithm to deal
with worker selection taking into account that the
workers establish their minimum wages to perform
any task. This algorithm maximizes the aggregated
QoI (Quality of Information)/budget ratio while min-
imizing the response time under scenarios with time
and budget limitation, which is implemented using
the Particle SwarmOptimization (PSO) technique.

� two types of queuing schemes: (1) a First In First Out
(FIFO) queue implemented in the device application
that allows participants to be selected to perform
consecutive tasks; and (2) a priority queue in the task
manager to queue arriving tasks when there is no
available resources and their required response time
has not expired.

� a delegation mechanism in case the workers cannot
finish their allocated task. Workers may recommend
a set of workers from their social network to finish
their assigned task. To avoid any abuse of the system,
this mechanism affects the recommender reputation
based on the performance of the delegatedworkers.

� a systematic evaluation of workers’ reputation based
on their performance and the incentives/penalties
from the delegation mechanism.

To evaluate theMCS system, we use event-driven simula-
tions [14]. In other words, the functioning of the system is
simulated as a discrete sequence of events over time where
the occurrence of an event triggers the performance of some
actions. Examples of these events include task arrival/depar-
ture or mobile user arrival/departure. In this paper, we only
consider task arrival/departure events leaving the modeling
of mobile user arrival/departure events for futurework.

For comparison purposes, we use two benchmarkmodels
that are based on the proposed framework using different
task allocation algorithms found in the literature. The first
algorithm aims at maximizing the quality of information per
task under budget constraints [15]. It did not consider time-
constrained tasks. We implemented it using the PSO tech-
nique. The second one is the heuristic algorithm presented in
[16]. We modified both algorithms to include the time con-
straint and budget estimation as the product of the traveled
distance and worker payment. Both benchmark models are
evaluated using the other components of the proposed solu-
tion, namely, the queueing schemes, delegation mechanism
and reputation management. A performance comparison is
carried out under two scenarios ð1Þ an incremental scenario
where the number of tasks is increased by a step of 15 tasks,
which allows us to show that the proposed multi-objective
task allocation algorithm can enhance the performance of the
benchmark models for different number of tasks in a specific
time slot; and ð2Þ a realistic scenario, where the task arrival is
modeled as a Poisson process and the required response
time per task is an exponential random variable. Simulations
are conducted using locations from a real dataset4 where a
large-scale scenario is generated.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents an overview of the relevant related work.
Section 3 formulates the multi-task allocation problem and
discusses the challenges of such a formulation. Section 4
presents our proposed service computing framework and
its components. Section 5 describes the two benchmark
models used in this paper. Section 6 presents the simulation
scenarios and results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Crowdsensing techniques and challenges are analyzed with
a focus on resource constraints and data quality issues in

4. https://archive.org/details/201309_foursquare_dataset_umn
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[17]. A better understanding of resource management and
QoS estimation in mobile crowdsensing can help research-
ers design cost-effective crowdsensing systems that can
reduce the cost by fully utilizing the resource and improve
the QoI for customers. Regarding task allocation and partici-
pant selection problems, the majority of existing solutions
are single-task oriented. These approaches do not address
the task allocation problem for a large-scale scenario where
multiple heterogeneous tasks can be requested by several
customers and be performed by several workers. Moreover,
the participants selection procedure is based on a single
optimization objective (e.g., sensing costs [9], coverage of
targets of interest [18], quality or credibility of sensed data
[15], [16], or revenue [10], [11]). There are few solutions that
address the multi-task allocation problem taking into
account several optimization objectives to find a trade-off
between the most commonly used factors [7], [8].

Some researchers introduce redundancy to ensure a cer-
tain level of reliability in MCS systems [19] and several
workers are asked to carry out the same task. Then, a tech-
nique such as majority voting [20] is applied to determine
the answer for the requester. Although this solution reduces
the impact of wrong answers on the final result [21], it
increases the required budget to perform a given task. A
trade-off between maximizing the aggregated quality of
information per task while minimizing the budget per task
should be investigated.

Furthermore, once the workers are selected to perform a
task, any worker selected may not complete the task due to
unforeseen circumstances. If the quality of information of
the task is not met, then, a re-selection of workers should be
carried out. Instead of performing the re-selection proce-
dure, a delegation mechanism was proposed in [12]. Their

mechanism allows a worker who cannot finish the task to
recommend other worker from her/his social network to
perform the task. For time-constrained tasks, the delegation
is more complicated because the data should be collected
within a certain time interval.

Table 1 summarizes the main contributions and limita-
tions of five relevant approaches found in the literature
related to our work.

3 FORMULATION OF MULTI-TASK ALLOCATION

PROBLEM

In this section, the model for multi-task allocation problem is
presented. We consider a service computing framework
where the service provider publishes the tasks for the work-
ers. Then, each worker chooses some of the published tasks
and provides the minimum payment that the worker is will-
ing to receive from a specific range. The range payment
depends on the worker reputation. The workers can visual-
ize the tasks that satisfy some basic constraints such as the
workers is within the task coverage radius and the requested
payment is lower than themaximumpayment per task.

3.1 Problem Formulation

The objective of the multi-task allocation problem (MTAP) is
to maximize the ratio of the aggregated QoI to the required
budget and response time to perform several tasks given a
set of available workers. The MCS should determine the
assigned tasks for each worker within their requested
response time and time constraints. Workers have different
reputation levels based on their historical performance in the
MCS system. They are also attributed a confidence level,
which represents the self-confidence that a worker has

TABLE 1
Location-Based Task Management Solutions

Solution Contribution Dataset Limitations

ProMoT [11] Auction mechanism that maximizes the profit of the Randomly Generated - No time-constraints

platform while providing satisfying rewards to the

workers

- Single-task oriented

- Does not take into account workers’

reputation

QOATA [15] Single objective optimization approach to Randomly Generated - No time-constraints

maximize the task QoI with budget constraint - Single-task oriented

taking into account the workers reputation - Does not take into account workers’ reputation

Budget Task [16] Heuristic algorithm for single objective optimization Workers and tasks - No time-constraints

problem that maximizes the task QoI from Foursquare [22] - Single-task oriented

taking into account the workers reputation and payment Worker’s Reputation is

randomly generated

- Payment does not depend on

traveled distance

TaskMe [7] Two bi-objective optimization approaches for participant For workers - Complexity

selection D4D[23] - Fairness among workers

FPMT: to maximize the total number of accomplished tasks - Does not guarantee the task QoI

and also to minimize the total movement distance. - Does not take into account workers’ reputation

MPFT: to minimize total incentive payments for participants - Not suitable for large-scale scenario

and minimize traveling distance to complete tasks - Task location are randomly generated

within the mobile user area

ActiveCrowd [8] Two greedy-enhanced genetic algorithms for optimal task For workers and tasks - Not an optimal solution

allocation to minimize the total distance traveled to complete D4D [23] - Does not guarantee the task QoI

the tasks under two common situations: - Worker Payment is not considered

1) intentional-movement-based selection for time-sensitive - Complexity

tasks and 2) unintentional-movement-based selection for

delay-tolerant tasks

- Task/worker locations given by cell

towers’ location
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related to the task accomplishment. For example, the battery
usage level of the worker’s mobile device can be used as the
confidence level. In fact, a user with low battery level is less
likely to be selected to perform any task. For location-based
tasks, the user needs to travel a certain distance to perform
the task. As the distance increases, the user needs more time
to travel to the task location. This fact delays the data collec-
tion and increases the cost of performing the task (i.e., the sys-
tem needs to reward the user for travelling a long distance).

While there is no definition of information quality that
fits every scenario, this concept is often related to the accu-
racy of the information, completeness, and timeliness.
Many formulations have been proposed in the literature
[15], [16]. In our case, the quality of information of a worker
cij reflects the accuracy and timeliness of the collected data
and is given by

cij ¼ rj � bj � dij; (1)

where rj and bj are the reputation and confidence of the
worker to perform a given task during a given period of
time. The reputation is a parameter computed by the MCS
system based on the historical performance of the worker.
The confidence bj is an input parameter reflecting the work-
er’s self-confidence to perform the task. The battery level is
an example of such a parameter that could also be
expressed by a combination of different other parameters. dij
is a function of the distance between a worker and a given
task. We use the same function given in [16], which calcu-
lates the discount to the worker’s reputation as a result of
his proximity to the task location

dij ¼ 1�max 0;min logDC dij

� �
; 1

h i� �
; (2)

where DC is the city radius (i.e., 30 km) and dij represents
the euclidean distance between the worker location lj and
the task location li, which are given in GPS coordinates
in the Foursquare dataset. This distance is estimated using
the Haversine formula [24].

The objective function for the MTAP problem aims at
maximizing the aggregated quality of information per unit
of required budget and it can be formulated as

max
X;P

X
i2T

P
j2W cijX

i
j

� �
� CiP

j2W dijP
i
j

� �
�maxj2W ðtijÞ

24 35; (3)

where X and P correspond to the vectors of the variables Xi
j

and Pi
j respectively. Xi

j is a binary variable that indicates
the selection of a worker j to perform the task iwhile Pi

j cor-
responds to the payment per traveled kilometer received by
worker j to perform the task i. Ci represents the minimum
QoI required by task i. Thus, the numerator represents the
aggregated quality of information per task i and the denom-
inator is the product between the required budget and the
required time to finish the task i for the selected set of work-
ers given by vector X. W and T are the set of workers and
tasks respectively. tij is the estimated time that the worker
takes to reach the location of the task ti. This time is a calcu-
lated as the distance between the worker j and task i
divided by the speed of the worker j. The sensing time is
assumed to be negligible in comparison to this time.

3.1.1 Model Parameters

For the sake of clarity, Table 2 summarizes the notation
used in this paper.

3.1.2 Model Constraints

The objective function (3) is subject to the following con-
straints X

j2W
Xi

j � Ni
max; i 2 T (4)

X
j2W

cijX
i
j � Ci; i 2 T (5)

tij �Xi
j � timax; ; i 2 T; j 2W (6)

TABLE 2
Model Parameters

Task Parameters

Name Description

T Set of tasks

Bi Maximum budget per task i

Ri Coverage radius of task i

Ci Minimum QoI for task i

P i
max Maximum payment allowed per traveled km for workers for task i

P i
g;max Maximum payment per traveled km for worker with reputation

level g for task i

P i
g;min Minimum payment per traveled km for worker with

reputation level g

DC Radius of the city

li Location of the task i

Ni
max Maximum number of workers per task i

timax Maximum response time required by Task i

tiq Queuing time for task i

Wi Set of selected workers to perform task i

Si Subset of arbitrary workers inWi that can perform task i

Worker Parameters

rj reputation of the worker j

r
ðkÞ
j reputation of the worker j at the instant k

Nmax
j Maximum number of consecutive tasks per worker

W Set of workers

cij QoI provided by the worker j to the task i

bj Self-Confidence to perform any task of worker j

lj Location of worker j

Pmin
j Requested payment that the worker is willing to receive

per traveled km

dij Distance from task i to worker j

tij Time that the worker takes j to reach the location of task i

WSN
j Set of recommended workers from the social network of worker j

WD;i
j Set of delegated workers to perform the task i that worker

j could not do it

NT
j Number of assigned task to the worker j at the time k

NTV
j Number of completed tasks with true value for worker j

NCT
j Number of completed tasks for worker j

NIT
j Number of incomplete tasks for worker j

General Parameters

rmin
g Minimum reputation for level g

rmax
g Maximum reputation for level g

Output Variables

Xi
j Binary variable that indicates if task i is allocated to worker j

P i
j Value paid per traveled km to the worker j for performing

the task i
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Pi
j � Xi

jP
i
g;max; ; i 2 T; j 2W (7)

Pi
j � Xi

jmaxðPmin
j ; P i

g;minÞ ; i 2 T; j 2W: (8)

Constraint (4) defines the maximum number of workers that
can be allocated to perform a task i. Constraints (5) and (6)
ensure that the set of selected workers will satisfy the qual-
ity of information required by task i and deliver the sensed
data within the required response time. Finally, constraints
(7) and (8) determine the upper and lower bound for the
payment of the workers with reputation g.

This model aims at maximizing the objective function (3)
and is a non-linear mixed integer problem (MINLP). It
could be solved by decomposing the complex problem into
several subproblems for each task i 2 T [15] or several sub-
problems for each worker j 2W [25].

3.2 NP-Hardness

Theorem 1. The MTAP as shown in Eqs. (3), (4), (5), (6), (7),
(8) is NP-hard.

Proof. We prove this theorem by showing that an arbitrary
instance of a NP-complete problem can be polynomially
Turing reduced to an instance of the MTAP0, a simplified
version of the MTAP where each worker has to be
assigned to only one task. Thus, the idea is to provide an
algorithm that solves the NP-complete problem in poly-
nomial time by calling an oracle that solves the MTAP0.
The candidate NP-complete problem we consider is the
two-way Number Partitioning Problem (2-NPP) [26].

Given a multiset S of natural numbers, the 2-NPP con-
sists of partitioning S into two subsets S1 and S2, so that
the sum of the numbers in S1 is nearly equal to the sum
of the numbers in S2. This problem can be simply solved
by calling an oracle to the MTAP0 where two sensing
tasks T1 and T2 localized in the same region l1 have to be
assigned to a set of workers sharing the same location l2
so that dij are the same for all the pairs of workers j and
sensing tasks i. The total number of workers is equal to
jSj. All the workers are paid the same price per traveled
kilometer so that Pi

j are equal for all the pairs i and j.
Moreover, the workers have the same speed sj of

movement so that tij are also equal for all the pairs. Each
number s 2 S is associated to a worker j who is charac-
terized by two indistinguishable qualities c1j and c2j (i.e.,
s ¼ c1j ¼ c2j ). These numbers are linked to C1 and C2 as

follows:
P

s2S s ¼
P

j2W c1j ¼
P

j2W c2j ¼ C1 þ C2.

If
P

j2W c1j is even, then set C1 ¼ C2, otherwise, set

C1 ¼ C2 þ 1. N1
max and N2

max are set to be large enough so
that constraint (4) is always satisfied. If the oracle call
provides a solution, then two subsets of workers are
identified so that the sum of qualities cij is getting maxi-
mized, and according to constraint (5), the sum of these
qualities in the two sets are nearly equal. This provides a
solution to the 2-NPP since the numbers in the two sets
S1 and S2 are mapped to cij. If the call to the oracle does
not provide a solution, then the oracle is called again
after updating C1 and C2 as follows: C1 :¼ C1 þ 1 and
C2 :¼ C2 � 1. This procedure is repeated until a solution
is provided. The procedure is guaranteed to terminate
since the only reason of not providing a solution is the
non-satisfaction of constraint (5), and each iteration is
modifying C1 and C2 towards the satisfaction of the
inequality.

The proposed procedure runs in OðPj2W c1j Þ as there
are at most C1 þ C2 calls to the oracle. Therefore, the
reduction is polynomial since constructing the 2-NPP
solution is a simple mapping of the quantities cij of the
workers conducting task ti to the subset Si. Thus, the
NP-hardness of MTAP0 follows from the fact that 2-NPP
�p MTAP0, where �p is the polynomial Turing reduction.
Since the MTAP is harder than the MTAP0 because in the
MTAP a worker can be assigned to 0 or many tasks,
which increases the number of possible combinations,
we conclude that the MTAP is NP-hard. tu

3.3 Motivating Example

Let’s consider a simple MCS system with five available
workers ðU1; ::; U5Þ and two arriving tasks ðt1; t2Þ in a two
dimensional (2D) area as illustrated in Fig. 1. This simplified
example is only for illustrative purpose; real scenarios are
more complex and highly scalable involving considerable
number of tasks and workers. Workers might have different
reputations (e.g., high, medium and low reputation users).
The question is how to allocate these workers to each task
so that they can maximize the aggregated quality of infor-
mation per unit of used budget and time to execute each
task. The required quality of information are 1 and 0.9 for
tasks t1, and t2 respectively while response time is 5
minutes for both tasks.

Table 3 presents the worker parameters, namely reputa-
tion, speed, minimum payment to receive as well as the

TABLE 3
Worker Parameters and Metrics

Worker rj Pmin
j sj d1j d2j t1j t2j c1j c2j

U1 0.85 5 1 1.41 2.2 1.41 2.2 0.76 0.65
U2 0.8 4.2 0.75 1 2 1.33 2.67 0.8 0.64
U3 0.5 2.5 0.25 3.61 1.41 14.44 5.64 0.31 0.45
U4 0.25 0.5 1 2.82 1 2.82 1 0.17 0.25
U5 0.55 2.7 0.5 2 1 4 2 0.44 0.55

Fig. 1. Scenario with two tasks and five mobile users.
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estimated distance to reach the task locations and the esti-
mated quality of information that each worker can contrib-
ute to each task using Eq. (1). We include a minimum
payment per worker to represent the willingness of the
worker to perform a task. This minimum payment depends
on the corresponding range of the worker reputation
hPi

g;min; P
i
g;maxi. We assume that the range payment for each

reputation level are the same for both tasks. For instance,
high reputation users can select values in the range between
3.5 and 5 while medium and low reputation users can select
values from [2, 3.5) and [0.5, 2) respectively. For the motivat-
ing example, we assume that the worker confidence is equal
to 1 for any task.

Table 4 presents the worker combinations that meet the
requirements for task t1. We start with task t1 because it
requires higher QoI. Then, the problem is to select disjoint
set of mobile users to solve each task since they cannot per-
form both tasks at the same time.

Selecting the first option for task t1 could mean that only
three workers can be allocated to task t2. Then, only one
combination of these workers meet the QoI of task t2, which
is shown in the scenario I in Table 5. If the model only maxi-
mizes the QoI per task under budget constraint, then, this
combination could be selected as a solution. However, this
implies that the worker with higher response time do not
get paid and the worker satisfaction is decreased.

In the second scenario of Table 5, the task manager allows
each user to keep a local queue of tasks to be carried out
sequentially. Thus, the users U1 and U2 that were allocated to
perform task t1, can also perform task t2 after finishing task
t1. This scenario presents theworker combinations including
users U1 and U2 taking into consideration the total time that
these users need to reach the location of task t2 while their
payments are estimated using the traveled distance from the
location of task t1 to the location of task t2. In this case, the
first option is the one that maximizes the ratio between
aggregated QoI divided by the product of budget and
response time and also guarantee the worker payment. This
means that workers U1 and U2 will perform two consecutive
tasks while workers U4 and U5 will carry out one task. In
addition, all the workers performing tasks will receive their
payment owing to the fact that they can deliver the sensed
information within the requested time. Worker U3 is not
selected because the sensed data cannot be delivered to the
task manager within the required response time. This allows
the MCS system to meet the requirements of task t2 and to
enhance theworker satisfaction.

In summary, the MTAP model proposed assigns all tasks
to the available workers in one step. We demonstrated by

means of an example that this might not be the best strategy
and it would be better if some workers are allowed to exe-
cute several tasks sequentially. The following section
presents an enhanced task manager framework that deals
with the single task allocation at a time and allows the
workers to be selected to perform more than one task. The
workers are considered for the allocation of new tasks as
long as they can reach the new task location within its
required time and they do not reach their maximum num-
ber of tasks allowed by the system.

4 SERVICE COMPUTING FRAMEWORK FOR TASK
MANAGEMENT IN MCS SYSTEM

In this section, we present the proposed framework for task
management in the MCS system. The main idea is that the
MCS task manager can be considered as a queuing system
with N servers (mobile users), which can process the same
task in parallel and at the same time several tasks can be
allocated for service if there are some available servers.
Thus, our MCS system can be seen as discrete-event system
where the system state SðtÞ is defined by the number
of tasks in service and the number of queued tasks
ðTsðtÞ; TqðtÞÞ. The task arrival process is a Poisson process
while the service time per server is deterministic.

4.1 Multi-Objective Task Allocation Model

Here, we present the optimization problem for the worker
selection per task that maximizes the ratio between the
aggregated quality of information, the product of the bud-
get,and the execution time under the constraints to meet the
quality of information with the limited budget and response
time. Thismeans that our objective function for every task i is

max
X;P

P
j2W cijX

i
j

� �
� CiP

j2W dijP
i
j

� �
�maxj2W ðtijÞ

: (9)

The denominator in (9) corresponds to the task budgetmulti-
plied by the response time to gather the information from the
allocated workers to the task (i.e., the maximum time of the
allocatedworkers to perform a task). The budget is estimated
as the payment paid per traveled kilometer to the worker, Pi

j ,
multiplied by the traveled distance per worker, dij. The sec-
ond term in the denominator is introduced to reduce the total
required time to collect the sensed information.

TABLE 4
Set of Workers to Perform Task t1

Workers QoI Agg QoI Budget Response Time AggQoI
B�T

½U1; U2� 1.56 0.56 11.25 1.41 0.04
½U1; U2; U4� 1.74 0.74 12.66 2.82 0.02
½U1; U2; U4; U5� 2.18 1.18 18.06 4.00 0.02
½U1; U2; U5� 2.00 1 16.65 4.00 0.02
½U2; U4; U5� 1.41 0.41 11.01 4.00 0.01
½U1; U4; U5� 1.38 0.38 13.86 4.00 0.01
½U2; U5� 1.24 0.24 9.60 4.00 0.01

TABLE 5
Set of Workers to Perform Task t2 under Two Scenarios

Scenario I: U1 and U2 are not included

Workers QoI Agg QoI Budget Response Time AggQoI
B�T

½U3; U4; U5� 0.92 0.02 6.73 5.64 0.0006

Scenario II: U1 and U2 are included

Workers QoI Agg QoI Budget Response Time AggQoI
B�T

½U1; U2; U4; U5� 2.06 1.16 23.44 4.26 0.012
½U1; U4; U5� 1.45 0.55 14.2 3.61 0.011
½U2; U4; U5� 1.41 0.51 12.44 4.26 0.009
½U1; U2; U4� 1.51 0.61 20.74 4.26 0.006
½U1; U5� 1.2 0.3 13.7 3.6 0.006
½U2; U5� 1.16 0.26 11.94 4.26 0.005
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In our model, a spatial task i is represented as a tuple of
the form hli;Ci;Ri;Bi;Pi

max; t
i
maxi. These parameters corre-

sponds to the task location, minimum expected QoI, cover-
age radius, budget, maximum payment per traveled
kilometer, and maximum response time respectively. Work-
ers are represented by tuples of the form hlj; rj;bj;P

min
j ; sji,

which represent their location, reputation, confidence to
perform a task, minimum payment they are willing to
receive and finally their speed.

In summary, we want to maximize the aggregated QoI/
budget ratio while minimizing the time to collect the infor-
mation about a given task from the workers taking into
account the worker’s willingness to perform this task. Our
objective function is a multi-objective function. Particle
Swarm Optimization has been used to solve several com-
plex optimization problems with multi-objective function.
Moreover, PSO has been proven to obtain a satisfying solu-
tion while speeding up the optimization process in compari-
son to other evolutionary-based optimization algorithms
[27]. Therefore, we propose to solve the optimization prob-
lem using this technique.

4.1.1 Model Constraints

The constraints for our task allocation sub-problem are:

� Maximum Budget per task iX
j2W

Pi
j d

i
j � Bi: (10)

� Minimum required Quality of InformationX
j2W

cijX
i
j � Ci: (11)

� Maximum response time

tij �Xi
j � ðtimax � tiqÞ; (12)

and the constraints (7) and (8) given for MTAP model.

4.1.2 PSO-Based Multi-Objective Task Allocation

Algorithm (PSO-MOA)

We propose to solve the worker selection for each task
defined by Eq. (9) using PSO, which is a population-based
search approach and depends on information sharing
among the population members to enhance the search pro-
cesses using a combination of deterministic and probabilis-
tic rules. PSO algorithm uses two vectors that determine the
position and velocity of each particle n at each iteration k.
These two vectors are updated based on the memory gained
by each particle. The position ykn and velocity vkn of a particle
n at each iteration k are updated as follows:

ykn ¼ yk�1n þ dtv
k�1
n ; (13)

vkn ¼ vvk�1n þ c1r1ðplocalk�1 � yk�1n Þ þ c2r2ðpglobalk�1 � yk�1n Þ; (14)

where dt is the time step value typically considered as unit
[28], plocalk�1 and pglobalk�1 are the best ever position of particle n
and the best global position of the entire swarm so far, and
r1 and r2 represent random numbers from interval [0,1].

The parameters v, c1 and c2 are the configuration parame-
ters that determine the PSO convergence. The first term is
related to the particle inertia v, which is used to control the
exploration abilities of the swarm. Large inertia values pro-
duce higher velocity updates allowing the algorithm to
explore the search space globally. Conversely, small inertia
values force the velocity to concentrate in a local region of
the search space. Parameters c1 and c2 are known as the cog-
nitive scaling and social scaling factors. Thus, the second
and third terms are associated with cognitive knowledge
that each “particle” has experienced and the social interac-
tions among “particles” in the population respectively [29].

Many PSO variants update the inertia parameter v using
different functions [29]. For simplicity, we consider the fol-
lowing

vn
k ¼ vo �

ð1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðplocalk � yknÞ2 þ ðpglobalk � yknÞ2Þ

q
maxð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
plocalk � yknÞ2 þ ðpglobalk � yknÞ2

q
Þ
: (15)

According to [28], the convergence of PSO is guaranteed
if the following set of stability conditions are met

0 � ðc1 þ c2Þ � 4 and
c1 þ c2

2
� 1 � v � 1:

For our PSO-based multi-objective task allocation algo-
rithm, the position particle Y in the search space is given by
two vectors (X, P), which represent the allocation of the task
i to worker j and price per worker respectively.

PSO algorithm is formulated as an unconstrained opti-
mizer. One way to accommodate constraints is to augment
the objective function with penalties proportional to the
degree of constraint infeasibility. In our PSO algorithm, a
penalty parameter-less scheme [30] is used to accommodate
the constraints, where the penalties are based on the aver-
age of the objective function and the level of violation of
each constraint during each iteration. According to [28], the
penalty coefficients pcl are determined by

pcl ¼ jfðyÞj glðyÞPPC
j¼1½gðyÞ�2

; (16)

where l indicates a particular constraint, fðyÞ is the average
objective function, gðyÞ is the average level of lth constraint
violation over the current population and PC is the number
of penalty coefficients, which also corresponds to the total
number of constraints [28]. Thus, the fitness function is
defined by

f 0ðyÞ ¼ fðyknÞ; if ykn is feasible

fðyknÞ þ
PPC

l¼1 pclbgðyknÞ; otherwise:

(
(17)

and bgðyknÞ is determined as follows:

bgðyknÞ ¼ max 0; gjðyknÞ
� �

: (18)

Accordingly, the average of the fitness function for any
population is approximately equal to fðyÞ þ jfðyÞj. Since we
formulate our model as a maximization problem and PSO is
defined to solve a minimization problem, we modify our
objective function from (9) to
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fðX; P Þ ¼ Z �
P

j2W cijX
i
j

� �
� CiP

j2W dijP
i
j

� �
�maxjðtjÞ

0@ 1A; (19)

where Z is a large number, which is computed as the objec-
tive function (9) under the worst case scenario with the min-
imum response time and maximum budget that a task can
allow. The resulting values is then multiplied by 100 to
ensure Z to be large enough. The fitness function of our
minimization problem is given by

f 0ðxÞ ¼ fðX; P Þ; for feasible solutions

fðX; P Þ þPPC
l¼1 pcl � bgðX;P Þ; otherwise

(
:

(20)

where model constraints are included in
PPC

l¼1 pclbgðX;P Þ to
penalize unfeasible solutions. Algorithm 1 presents the
PSO-based multi-objective task allocation algorithm. The
random function in the Algorithm 1 returns a random num-
ber between 0 and 1.

Algorithm 1. PSO-MOA Algorithm

Data:Worker Locations (lj),
Worker Demands (Pmin

j ),
Task Location (li),
Maximum Budget per Task Bi,
Task Maximum Price Pi

max

Coverage radius di

Required Time ti)
Result: Set of worker allocated to the task and the price to be

paid per worker ðXi
j; P

i
j Þ.

begin
Generate initial swarm with the particle positions
Y i
j ¼ ðXi

j; P
i
j Þ and velocities randomly vij;

Evaluate Fitness Function;
Determine first global best of the swarm;
while k �MaxIteration do
Update Position using Eq. (13);
Evaluate Fitness Function;
Determine best local for each particle;
Determine best global in the swarm and update the best
global;
Update the inertia parameter w using Eq. (15);
Update velocity using Eq. (14);

end
end

PSO Parameters Settings and Convergence Analysis. The
convergence analysis of the proposed PSO algorithm using
different values of cognition and social behavior factors
(c1; c2) is shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the best
objective value was given for the setting c1=2 and c2 = 1.5
after 400 iterations. Therefore, we set the parameters to
those values for the rest of our simulations.

4.2 Queuing Schemes

4.2.1 Task Queuing in the Device Application

Our framework proposes to have a local queue in the work-
er’s device with a maximum number of consecutive tasks
that can be allocated to him, Nmax

j . Thus, several tasks can
be assigned to a worker and they are going to be performed

in the sequential order that they were assigned to the
worker (i.e., FIFO queue). The main idea is to reduce the
number of rejected tasks in a scenario with reduced number
of workers within the task coverage area. Thus, the follow-
ing constraint is added to our task allocation model

Xi
j þNT

j � Nmax
j ; j 2W; (21)

where NT
j is the number of assigned task to the worker j at

the time k without being processed and Nmax
j is the size of

the worker local queue. For convenience, we assume that all
the workers have a local queue with the same size, (i.e.,
Nmax

j ¼ NT
w ; 8j 2W ).

4.2.2 Priority-Based Task Queuing in Task Manager

Our framework also uses a priority-based queuing system
in the task manager. If there are no available workers to per-
form the task, then, the task is queued until the potential
workers are released from their current assigned task (i.e.,
after finishing their assigned tasks) and can perform the
queued task. Otherwise, the task is rejected. The priority is
defined by the remaining response time. Thus, a low
remaining response time task should be assigned first over
the tasks with higher time. Doing so, the model always
selects the task that needs to be served first according to the
remaining response time. If the remaining response time is
zero, then, the task is eliminated from the queue and it is
marked as an unsuccessful queued task. The task allocation
algorithm complements the queuing scheme since it aims at
minimizing the response time per task. This means that the
workers are able to finish rapidly their current tasks and
they can be assigned to the new arriving or queued tasks.

4.3 Task Delegation Mechanism

The proposed task delegation mechanism is intended to
avoid the QoI decrease when some workers are not able to
finish their assigned task(s) due to unpredictable circum-
stances. In our proposal, a worker who cannot finish a task
is able to recommend one or a worker set WSN

j from the
social network to perform the task. Since the worker’s social
network may be unknown to the MCS system, the task man-
ager determines the appropriate set WD

j from the set of

Fig. 2. Convergence Analysis for different settings of c1, c2.
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recommended workers WSN
j , who are registered in the sys-

tem and can satisfy the following requirements:

� The sum of the QoI of selected workers should be at
least equal to QoI of the recommender.X

h2WD;i
j

cih � cij; ; i 2 T; (22)

where WD;i
j represents the selected delegated work-

ers for task i obtained from the set of recommended
workers WSN

j by the worker j. This means that WD;i
j

is a subset of the intersection of the set of workers
registered to MCS system and the set of delegated
workers from the social network of worker j
(WD;i

j 	WD;i
j \W ) that comply with the require-

ments of task i. The index h is used to represent
workers other than j.

� The maximum budget to be allocated to the dele-
gated workers should be less or equal to the remain-
ing budget.X

h2WD;i
j

P i
hd

i
h � Bi �

X
k2Winj

P i
kd

i
k; (23)

where Wi is the set of workers selected to perform
the task i by the task manager.

� When delegation is allowed, the delegated workers
may be located outside the area of coverage. How-
ever, they should reach the task location within the
remaining response time. This constraint is given by

tih � timax �max
k2Wi

tik: (24)

� The probability of not finishing a task for the dele-
gated workers is exponentially reduced (e.g., p2).

� Only one delegation level is taken into account, which
means delegatedworkers are not allowed to delegate.

� The model incentivizes the recommender by increas-
ing their reputation as linear function of the reputa-
tion of the delegated workers. Doing so, the user
avoids getting bad reputation for future tasks and the
delegation becomes useful for time-constrained tasks.

4.4 Reputation Management

The worker reputation should be updated every time that a
given number of tasks are completed in the system. In this
procedure, only the workers that have been allocated to
tasks are considered regardless of the task completion or
delegation. Our framework updates the worker reputation
each time that five tasks are completed. The reputation of
the participating worker j at time k is estimated as follows:

rkj ¼ min 1;
NTV

j

NCT
j þNIT

j

þ
X

l2WDk;k�1
j

a 
 rk�1l

0BB@
1CCA; (25)

where the first term corresponds to the worker performance
evaluation in the MCS system. This means how well is the
worker performing his assigned tasks. NTV

j ;NCT
j and NIT

j

indicates the number of completed tasks with true value,

number of completed tasks and number of incomplete task
respectively for the worker j. The proposed framework con-
siders that a task is answered with a true value by the work-
ers if their answers are equal to the estimated ground truth
value by the system, which is given in (26). The second term

is related to the delegation mechanism and W
Dk;k�1
j corre-

sponds to the set of delegated workers by the worker j dur-
ing the reputation update periods between k and k� 1. This
term is a linear function of the a given parameter a multi-
plied by the reputation of the delegated workers in the pre-
vious period. The value of a can be positive or negative and
depends on the task completion of the delegated worker. If
the delegated worker did not finish the task this parameter
is negative, otherwise it is positive. rk�1l represents the repu-
tation of worker l in the previous period k� 1.

We assume that the ground truth of the task (i.e., the cor-
rect answer to the location-based sensing task) is binary as
in [16], which is reasonable for many real-world situations
(e.g., whether the road work at a particular location has
been completed, on-shelf availability of a product in a con-
venience store, etc). In practice, the correct answer of a task
i is unknown to the task requester which makes the perfor-
mance evaluation of the participating workers difficult. To
overcome this limitation, the authors in [16] propose to esti-
mate the ground truth from the collected data oij using the
majority voting system [20]. This means that the ground
truth is the most common response (vote) given by the
selected workers (voters) regardless the worker’s reputa-
tion. Our MCS system uses instead the weighted voting sys-
tem [31] based on the idea that not all workers have the
same influence over the estimated ground truth. In other
words, workers with high reputation are more reliable to
give good answers than the ones with low reputation. Thus,
the estimated ground truth Oi of the task i is given by

Oi ¼ b
P

j2Wi Xi
jrjo

i
jP

j2Wi Xi
jrj
� 1

2
c þ 1: (26)

In other words, Oi = 1 if the average outcome is greater
than 1

2, and is 0 otherwise. This mechanism allows the model
to evaluate the performance of the participating workers.
Thus, if the worker response oij is equal to the estimated
ground truth Oi. If so, it is assumed that the worker com-
pleted the task i with a true value. We keep the historical
worker performance for the allocated tasks to update their
reputation over time. However, if the ground truth of the
sensing tasks are not binaries, it would be good to use other
mechanism to estimate the ground truth of the tasks. Regard-
less the mechanism used to determine the ground truth, the
MCS framework needs to know if the reported value of the
worker is close to the ground truth of a task. If so, it is
assumed that the worker completed the task successfully.

4.5 Running Example

Based on the motivating example presented in Section 3.3,
let’s suppose now that two new tasks (t3; t4) arrive to the
system one minute after the arrival of task t1. The minimum
quality of information for both tasks is 1 and the maximum
response time is 10 and 5 respectively. In this example, we
limit the maximum number of tasks per worker to 2. After 1
minute, the conditions of the workers are shown in Fig. 3.
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As shown in Table 3, users U1 and U2 are still going to the
location of their first assigned task (i.e., t1) and keep the two
tasks in their local queue, which means that they cannot be
considered for the allocation task process of the new tasks.
Table 6 shows the distances, required time and QoI for each
worker regarding the new tasks.

Although both tasks have the same QoI requirement, the
algorithm selects task t4 to allocate the workers first because
of its lowest response time (5 minutes).

One combination meets the requirements of time and
QoI as shown in Table 7. After the allocation of this combi-
nation to task t4, the allocation of task t3 is analyzed with
the workers having space in their local queue. Only users
U3 and U4 can be considered for task t3 because worker U5

queue is full. The algorithm also should consider that user
U4 needs some time to finish task t4 and the traveled dis-
tance to perform task t3 (i.e., starting from the location of
task t4). After running the algorithm for task t3, there is no
combination that meet the required QoI. However, since the
response time of the task is long enough and there are some
potential workers that can be selected in a future time, our
framework queues task t3 in the task manager queue until
any other user can be allocated to task t3. For example, user
U2 and U1 can be allocated to another task after 0.33 and
0.41 minutes from the arrival of task t3.

After the worker selection is performed for a given task,
there is always a probability p that the worker might not be
able to finish his/her assigned task. In such scenario, the
task manager should wait until all workers deliver their
sensed data to see if the QoI is satisfied. When the QoI is

deprived, the task manager checks for the recommendations
of the worker who did not finish the task and select the dele-
gated workers that can perform the corresponding task
within the remaining response time and budget. If the
worker did not recommend anyone, this affects the worker
reputation since the task is marked as not completed on his
historical performance. Otherwise, the task manager
rewards or penalizes the reputation based on the recom-
mended participants’ performance.

5 BENCHMARK MODELS AND PERFORMANCE

METRICS

In this section, we present two benchmark models (PSO-QoI
and QoI-Heu) as well as the performance metrics used to
validate and evaluate the proposed framework. The bench-
mark models use different task allocation algorithms. Also,
we extended them using the other components from our
framework, namely, queueing schemes, delegation mecha-
nism and reputation management.

5.1 Benchmark Models

5.1.1 QoI Aware PSO-Based Algorithm (PSO-QoI)

This benchmark model aims at maximizing the total quality
of information under budget constraints [15]. The authors
did not consider time-constrained tasks. To have a fair com-
parison, we modified their model to include the time con-
straints. The objective function for this optimization
problem is given by

max
X;P

X
j2W

cijX
i
j: (27)

We propose to solve the optimization problem under the
same constraints (7-8,10,11,12) as in our model using PSO
technique. Therefore, the PSO algorithm is similar to the
algorithm in 1 but with a different fitness function.

5.1.2 QoI Aware Heuristic Algorithm with Budget

Constraints (QoI-Heu)

In [16], a heuristic algorithm, which aims at maximizing the
QoI of one task under budget constraint, was proposed.
Thus, we modified their algorithm to solve the problem of
allocating a location-based task i to a set of candidate work-
ers W subject to a budget limit of Bi 2 Rþ within the
response time timax 2 Rþ. The Algorithm 2 presents the
modified version of the algorithm in [16].

This algorithm should provides close results to the PSO-
QoI algorithm since both algorithms aim at maximizing the
QoI per task.

5.2 Metrics

� Task allocation rate. This metric represents the percent-
age of tasks being effectively allocated toworkers

Fig. 3. Scenario with four tasks (2 already assigned and 2 new arriving
tasks).

TABLE 6
Worker Metrics for Tasks t3 and t4

Worker d3j d4j t3j t4j c3j c4j

U3 2 1 8 4 0.40 0.5
U4 1.41 1 1.41 1 0.25 0.25
U5 1.41 1 3.82 3 0.49 0.55

TABLE 7
Set of Workers to Perform Task t4

Workers QoI Agg QoI Budget Response Time AggQoI
B�T

½U3; U4; U5� 1.3 0.3 5.7 4 0.01
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fT ¼
Tassigned

jT j ; (28)

where Tassigned is the number of tasks that are effec-
tively allocated and performed within their respec-
tive response time.

� Average Response time per task. It indicates the average
time to perform a location-based task

tT ¼
P

i2T maxj2W ðtijÞ
Tassigned

: (29)

� Average QoI Satisfaction per Task. This metric meas-
ures the average satisfaction of the quality of infor-
mation over the set of tasks in a given instant

SQoI ¼
P

i2T max 1;
P

j2W cijX
i
j � Ci

� �
Tassigned

: (30)

� Average Payment per Worker. It indicates the average
payment received by the worker per traveled kilo-
meter and it can be expressed as follows:

PW ¼
P

i2T
P

j2W dijP
i
jP

i2T
P

j2W dijX
i
j

: (31)

� Average Estimation Error Rate. This metric measures
how effective is an approach in finding credible
workers for a location-based task. The average esti-
mation error rate � is the ratio of incorrect responses
(i.e., the number of answers provided by the worker
that differ from the ground truth of the assigned
tasks) to the total number of assigned tasks. This
metric is given by

� ¼

P
i2T

P
j2W Xi

j
1j
oi
j
6¼OiP

j2W Xi
j

 !
Tassigned

: (32)

� Average Budget per Task. This metric measures the
average budget used per task and is given by

BT ¼
P

i2T
P

j2W Pi
j d

i
j

Tassigned
: (33)

� Average Reputation per Worker. It measures the aver-
age reputation of the participating workers in the
MCS system

RW ¼
P

i2T
P

j2W rkjX
i
jP

i2T
P

j2W Xi
j

: (34)

� Effective Crowd Size. This metric measures the num-
ber of participating workers in the MCS system

SIZE ¼
X
i2T

X
j2W

Xi
j: (35)

6 SIMULATION RESULTS

For our simulations, we used a real dataset of an existing
application: Foursquare. Specifically, two files from this
dataset are used: 1) the venues’ file that represents the task
locations and 2) the users’ file that corresponds to the work-
ers’ locations. Moreover, we extracted two subsets: 500 ven-
ues and 16,836 users to represent the tasks and workers in
our model. These subsets allows us to construct realistic
spatial crowd sensing scenario to demonstrate that the pro-
posed approach outperforms existing approaches.

Algorithm 2.Heuristic Algorithm (QoI-Heu)

Data: A set of workers W, a spatial task i
Result: Worker selected to the task i and the price to be paid

per worker ðXi
j; P

i
j .)

begin
for i 1 to jW j do
Compute cij according to Eq. (1);

end
Rank workers in descending order of their cij ;
for j 1 tominðjWij; b B

Pmin
H;j

cÞ do
J  minjWij; bB�P

max
H;j

Pmax
M;j
c;

Select a set of workers,Wi who satisfy dðljðtÞ; liÞ � Ri;
Select a subset,Si 2Wi workers who satisfy:
1 : rjðtÞ � ThML, and;
2 : maxjt

i
j � treqi ;

(subject to actual availability) with ties broken arbitrarily;
end
Pi ¼ argmaxSiC

i
Si
;

end

We first identify the distribution of the workers in the
vicinity of the tasks as the task coverage radius increased
from 0.4 to 2 km, which is shown in Fig. 4).

For coverage radius equal to 2 km, it is observed that for
100 tasks it is possible to find between 10-1,000 workers in
the vicinity of 100 tasks. Therefore, we select a set of 1,000
workers for our simulations and generate their initial reputa-
tion randomly. Table 8 shows the workers distribution per
reputation level according to their initial reputation.

Fig. 4. Range of Workers close to tasks vs Number of task.

TABLE 8
Workers Distribution per Reputation Level

Number Workers Initial Distribution

RepL RepM RepH

200 27 72 101
400 53 141 206
600 70 228 302
800 102 301 397
1,000 118 384 498
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We run the simulations under two different scenarios: an
incremental scenario and a realistic scenario.

a) Incremental Scenario. This scenario starts with 15 tasks
up to 150 tasks with incremental steps of 15 tasks. This sce-
nario is used to prove that the proposed multi-objective task
allocation algorithm can enhance the performance of the
benchmark task allocation algorithms for different number
of tasks. We modified the three-stage strategy used in [16]
to obtain the numerical results. In the first stage, the tasks
are sorted according to three parameters: required QoI, the
number of workers and requested response time instead of
only QoI. The first two parameters are used to sort the tasks
in descending order while the response time is used to sort
them in ascending order. In such way, the system gives pri-
ority to the tasks with short response time. In the second
stage, workers are selected if they meet the conditions to
perform the task, such as they are located within the cover-
age area defined by the task and the time to reach the task
location is lower than required response time. For this sce-
nario, the performance metrics are presented as a function
of the number of tasks in Section 6.1 and the benefits of the
worker queue in Section 6.2.1.

b) Realistic scenario. The task arrival process is considered
as Poisson Process with parameter �. Each task identifies
the required time to gather the sensed information from
the assigned workers. We use an exponential random vari-
able with mean m to generate the required response time for
the tasks. We run extensive event-driven simulations over
1,000 iterations to get to steady state conditions with the
parameters described in Table 9.

We assume that workers can finish a task with certain
probability 1� p. If they do not finish a task, their reputa-
tion is affected over the time. The initial worker’s reputation
is randomly generated. Then, after each five completed
tasks, the worker reputation is calculated as the ratio
between their completed task with correct answer and his
total allocated tasks plus the reward or penalty from the del-
egation mechanism.

The initial worker self-confidence bj is assumed to be the
percentage of his phone battery (bj 2 ½0; 1�). In our simula-
tions, the confidence value is a decreasing function of the
number of tasks completed by the worker due to the battery
consumption needed to perform the task and send the col-
lected data to the server. For convenience, the worker confi-
dence during a given period k is estimated as follows:

bjðkÞ ¼ ðbjÞT
k
j ; (36)

where Tk
j is the number of completed tasks by the worker j

during the period k and bj is the initial measured phone bat-
tery level. The battery consumption function is only an exam-
ple and other functions could be used depending on the
technical features and the applications running on the device.

Our event-driven simulation are carried out as follows:
At the initial state, one task arrival event is generated. The
arrival time follows an exponential distribution. Then, the
process starts selecting the event that occurs first (minimum
time of occurrence) and according to the type of event (task
arrival or departure), several actions are performed.

In the case of arrival, the worker selection for the task
starts. If there are available workers, then, the workers that
maximize our multi-objective function are selected. Other-
wise, the MCS platform queues the task until these workers
are available. Once the task is assigned to a set of workers,
the type of event is changed to departure and the event time
is updated to the service starting time plus the estimated
response time from the algorithm and another arrival task
event is generated.

In the case of departure, the MCS platform verifies that
the selected workers have sent the sensed data. If the QoI of
the task is higher than the MCS customer requirements,
then, the number of completed tasks is increased by one
and the workers’ payment and reputation are updated. Oth-
erwise, the MCS platform checks for delegation proposal by
the worker who did not finish the task. If the worker did not
recommend any other worker, the task is considered as
incomplete because the MCS customer won’t pay for the
sensed data that does not comply with the required quality
of information. In the case of delegation, the event time is
updated to the total service time estimated by the delegation
mechanism. Finally, the MCS platform always checks the
queue to allocate the queued tasks as soon as potential
workers are available.

For the realistic scenario, the performance metrics over
the time are presented in Section 6.1. Then, we show how
the delegation mechanism can improve the worker satisfac-
tion without depriving the worker reputation in Section 6.3.
In addition, we analyze the impact of each component of

TABLE 9
Realistic Scenario Parameters

Name Description Value

m Required Response time mean 30 min
� Task arrival rate 1 Task/minute
Ni

max Maximum number of worker per task i 1 or 5
Nmax

j Maximum number of task per worker j 1 or 5
Bi Maximum Budget per Task 100
Pi
max Maximum Price per Task 5

Ri Task Coverage Radius 2-5 km
Q MCS Task Manager Queue Size 0 or 5
rj Worker Reputation 0 - 1
bj Worker Self-Confidence 0.7 - 1
sj Worker Speed 10 - 50 km/h
p Probability of not finishing a task per worker 0.2

Fig. 5. Performance under an incremental scenario (one task per
worker).
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the framework individually over the performance metrics in
Section 6.4.

6.1 Performance Analysis

Fig. 5 shows the task allocation rate, budget and response
time for the three models, where the worker can perform
only one task at a time but several workers can be involved
in the execution of one task.

For the case of 15 tasks, PSO-MOAmodel requires 50 per-
cent less budget than the benchmark models PSO-QoI and
QoI-heu and it achieves a task allocation rate of 100 percent.
QoI-Heu has a lower task allocation rate (around 55 percent)
due to the fact that this model recruits more workers to per-
form each task, as shown in Fig. 5d. PSO-MOA model also
reduces the time to collect the sensed data from the workers
by 55 and 40 percent in comparison to the time required by
the PSO-QoI and QoI-Heu models respectively.

Fig. 6 depicts the performance metrics for the realistic
scenario. In fact, the proposed framework increases the task
allocation rate and reduces the estimation error while keep-
ing the same level of QoI satisfaction per task in comparison
with the benchmark models. In particular, PSO-MOA
model presents a task allocation rate approximately 20 and
25 percent higher than PSO-QoI and QoI-heu models
respectively while the estimation error is around 10 percent
less than the other two models and the average worker rep-
utation is 10 percent higher than the benchmark models.

In summary, the PSO-MOA model outperforms the
benchmark models under the incremental and the realistic
scenarios.

6.1.1 Complexity

Table 10 presents the running time for the incremental sce-
nario with a number of available workers equal to 1,000.
As expected, the running time increases as the number of
workers increases. The running time of the three-stage
algorithm using PSO for the task allocation is considerably
higher than the one using the heuristic algorithm. In the
incremental scenario, PSO-QoI algorithm requires an aver-
age of 1 minute and 20 seconds to find the worker selection
while PSO-MOA requires 1 minute and half approxi-
mately for the case of 90 tasks. Nevertheless, it should be
noticed from Fig. 5c that the average response time per
task plus the running time of the three-stage algorithm is
still lower than the response time of the benchmark mod-
els. For the realistic scenario, the running time is given by
the first row in Table 10 since each task is allocated upon
its arrival.

6.1.2 Impact of Crowd Size

Fig. 7 depicts the task allocation rate and the estimation
error rate versus the number of available workers for the
realistic scenario under steady state conditions.

It can be noticed that our framework presents the highest
task allocation rate (85 -92 percent) with the lowest estima-
tion error rate (15 - 22 percent). In particular, QoI-Heu algo-
rithm has similar behavior as the PSO-QoI algorithm when
the number of available workers is higher than 600. This
means that the QoI-Heu model indeed approximates the
results of the PSO-QoI model if the number of available
workers is large enough; otherwise, the heuristic algorithm
does not perform well.

6.2 Queuing Schemes

In the proposed framework, two types of queue are used: a
worker queue and the task manager queue as explained in
Section 4.2.

Fig. 6. Performance under a realistic scenario (one task per worker).

TABLE 10
Running Time (sec)

No. Tasks PSO-QoI PSO-MOA QoI-Heu

1 2.1 1.5 0.2
30 28.39 31.47 0.94
60 51.78 60.20 1.78
90 80.22 97.47 3.17

Fig. 7. Impact of number of available workers.
Fig. 8. Impact of multiple tasks allocation per worker under an incremen-
tal scenario (From 1 Task to 5 Tasks per worker).
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6.2.1 Worker Queue

Here, the budget reduction and task allocation rate gain for
the incremental scenario is presented in Fig. 8. The budget
reduction is the difference between the budgets spent for
the cases without and with the local worker queue while
the task allocation rate gain is the difference between the
task allocation rate for the cases with and without the local
worker queue. In Fig. 8a, the PSO-MOAmodel has the high-
est budget reduction (25-40 percent) while the QoI-heu
model has a budget reduction between 10 and 26 percent of
its original budget. PSO-QoI model presents a budget
reduction of 5 percent when the number of tasks is less than
50 tasks. For more than 50 tasks, PSO-QoI model presents a
budget increase and is an increasing function of the number
of tasks. From Fig. 8b, it can be observed that the PSO-MOA
model has an increase of the allocation rate between 0 and
15 percent of the original task allocation rate (Fig. 7a). For
the case of 150 tasks, the multiple tasks allocation mecha-
nism allows the PSO-MOA model to improve the task allo-
cation rate to 95 percent while PSO-QoI model presents a
task allocation rate gain of 30 percent of its original task allo-
cation rate (i.e., 62 percent).

6.2.2 Priority Queue

Fig. 9 presents the impact of the queue size in the task man-
ager side. In particular, Figs. 9a and b present the average
waiting time and the successful completion rate for those
tasks being queued due to the unavailability of workers to
perform them upon their arrival. As we can see, our model

has higher rate of successful number of tasks that have been
queued and completed than the other two benchmark mod-
els. Moreover, the average waiting time is lower than the
benchmark models. Both benchmark models present higher
waiting time in queue that the PSO-MOA model while their
rate of task being successful queued are lower in compari-
son to our model (see Fig. 9c).

As expected, the priority queue scheme is indeed lever-
aged by our multi-objective task allocation algorithm. This
is owing to the fact that our algorithm also aims at minimiz-
ing the response time to perform every task that were
already allocated. Therefore, the workers will be available
to perform the queued tasks without causing long waiting
times and having a high completion task rate.

6.3 Delegation Mechanism

The impact of the delegationmechanism over several perfor-
mance metrics is presented in this section. Although the
Foursquare dataset includes social graph information about
its users, we could not use it because we extracted a subset of
users and its corresponding social network was very limited
(approximately two people known per worker) for delega-
tion purposes. Instead, we decided to use the social network
from the Enron e-mail dataset.5 The practice of combining
two different datasets is used successfully on other papers
[32]. In fact, the two datasets are complementing each other.
The Enron email communication network covers all the
email communication within a dataset of around half million
emails. Nodes of the Enron network are email addresses and
if an address i sent at least one email to address j, the graph
contains an undirected edge from i to j. The number of nodes
is 36,692. Each worker from our subset is mapped to one
e-mail address of the Enron e-mail dataset. Table 11 shows
the average number of known people per worker after the
mapping according to the size of the worker subset. The
probability of dropping a task (p) is set to 0.2.

First, we run simulation using PSO-MOA with neither
delegation nor reselection (PSO-MOA), with the delegation
mechanism (PSO-MOA-DE) and with worker reselection by
the MCS system (PSO-MO-ReSe). Table 12 shows the aver-
age results for three models at iterations 600 and 1,000. As it
can be observed, the task allocation rate for the model that
attempts to enhance the task allocation rate of the original
model (PSO-MOA) using the delegation scheme presents
values similar to the values using the worker re-selection by
the MCS system and both schemes enhanced the task alloca-
tion rate of the original model. However, the response time
and budget are increased for the model using the reselection
compared to the one with the delegation mechanism. This is

Fig. 9. Impact of size of the priority queue.

TABLE 11
Social Graph for Different Number of Workers

No. Workers Size of social graph Avg. Known People

200 2,704 13
400 7,506 18
600 17,956 29
800 26,886 33
1,000 34,776 34

TABLE 12
Delegation Mechanism versus Worker’s Re-Selection

Iteration: 600 1,000

Model
Alloc. Resp. Budget Alloc. Resp. Budget
Rate Time Rate Time
% (min) $ % (min) $

PSO-MOA 80 6 10.2 84 6 10
PSO-MOA-ReSe 81 8.2 11.2 85 9.5 12
PSO-MOA-De 83 7 9.4 85 7.5 9.8

5. https://snap.stanford.edu/data/email-Enron.html
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because the MCS system does not select workers among the
full set of workers, but instead relies on the worker’s recom-
mendation and reduces its search to a subset of workers.

Fig. 10a presents the task allocation rate gain when the
delegation mechanism is incorporated to the three mod-
els and a worker can be assigned to only one task at a
time. It can be noticed the highest task allocation rate
gain is usually obtained using the PSO-MOA model.
Fig. 10b depicts the number of delegated and completed
tasks for each model and shows that the proposed model
is able to delegate more tasks than the benchmark mod-
els. Fig. 11 presents the average reputation per workers.
In particular, these figures show the average reputation
for workers who do not recommend and recommenders.
It is worth noticing that the proposed delegation mecha-
nism can effectively incentivize a worker to recommend
other workers from his social network and allows them
to increase their reputation and thanks to this increase
they can keep their payment higher than in the other
two models (see Fig. 12).

The benchmark models fail to incentivize through the
proposed delegation mechanism owing to the fact that these
two models require more workers to carry out one task and
there is less available workers that can be reached under a
recommendation.

In summary, the proposed delegation mechanism is able
to incentivize workers, guaranteeing their payment by
means of keeping their high reputation level. In particular,
our model increases the number of tasks being delegated
owing to the fact that our model uses less number of work-
ers per task. Therefore, there is a high probability that one
worker who does not finish his/her task can affect the total
required QOI per task.

6.4 Evaluation of Each Component of the Realistic
Framework

Table 13 presents the impact of each component of the solu-
tion on the performance metrics for the three models. The
first column indicates the name of the metric. Then, the five
consecutive columns present the results for each model. The
first column under each model indicates the case where
only one task can be carried out per worker without any
additional component. The second to fourth columns corre-
spond to the results for each model considering only one
component of the proposed framework and the fifth column
combines all the components.

Each component leads to an enhancement over the per-
formance metrics in comparison with the model that allo-
cates just one task per worker. In particular, the proposed
framework (PSO-MOA) using all components can allocate
around 81 percent of the requested tasks with a QoI satisfac-
tion of 90 percent and an estimation error of 19 percent.
PSO-QoI model allocates 70 percent of the requested tasks
with a QoI satisfaction of 90 percent and an estimation error
of 32 percent. The heuristic model allocates 64 percent of
the requested tasks with a QoI task satisfaction of 94 percent
and an estimation error of 32 percent. As expected, the pro-
posed framework reduces the budget and response time
per task around 70 and 50 percent in comparison with the
two benchmark models respectively.

Fig. 10. Impact of the delegation mechanism.

Fig. 11. Reputation per worker.

Fig. 12. Payment per worker.

TABLE 13
Impact of Each Component over the Performance Metrics

PSO-QoI PSO-MOA QoI-Heu

Performance One Priority Multipe Deleg All One Priority Multipe Deleg All One Priority Multipe Deleg All

Metrics Task Queue Tasks Task Queue Tasks Task Queue Tasks

Estimation Error (%) 28 28 27 31 32 18 19 19 20 19 28 27 29 33 32
Average Reputation (%) 51 51 50 50 51 63 65 62 61 65 49 51 51 49 49
Task Allocation Rate (%) 58 58 69 70 70 79 78 79 80 81 55 59 60 67 64
QoI Satisfaction (%) 86 87 86 90 90 89 89 89 89 90 88 87 88 94 94
Budget ($) 37.40 35.32 33.63 39.04 36.85 11.61 12.72 12.00 11.51 11.88 28.58 27.954 28.55 29.46 30.23
Time (min) 18.79 18.81 16.93 21.36 21.53 5.64 7.87 5.66 5.96 8.32 17.42 18.43 17.00 20.39 22.09
Running Time (min) 1.15 1.18 1.17 1.06 1.11 1.42 1.55 1.50 1.46 1.41 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05
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Finally, the running times for PSO-based models are
higher than the heuristic model (1.1 and 1.5 minutes for the
PSO-QoI and PSO-MOA models respectively). In particular,
PSO-MOA model presents the total response time including
the response time and running time lower than the one for
the QoI-Heu model. Moreover, the running time for the
PSO-based algorithms can be further reduced using a PSO
variant. However, this is out of the scope of the paper and it
can be investigated as future work.

6.5 Impact of Variable Task Arrival Rate

Here, the performance of the three models when the MCS
system reaches the steady state conditions is presented.
Fig. 13 shows the quality of information, the budget and the
average response time per task for variable task arrival rate
� (i.e., 2-8 tasks/min). For this scenario, the task manager
queue size Q was set up to 5, the worker queue size is equal
to 2, the delegation mechanism is used and available num-
ber of workers is equal to 1,000. As expected, our frame-
work can effectively reduce the budget and response time.
It can be noticed that as the task arrival rate increases, the
QoI for the benchmark models decreases, while in our
model slightly increases.

In summary, our solution reduces the budget by 5 to
35 percent and accommodates around 20 percent more tasks
than the benchmark models. Moreover, its response time is
lower than the response time of the QPI-Heu and PSO-QoI
models. It is also shown that the MCS framework encour-
ages the workers through the delegation mechanism by
keeping the level of workers’ reputation high. Finally, the
queuing schemes allow the framework to further increase
the task allocation rate without compromising the required
response time. Therefore, our MCS framework increases the
average quality of information per task, reduces the budget
and minimizes the response time.

7 CONCLUSION

A service computing framework for task management in
MCS systems is introduced. It consists of a multi-objective
task allocation algorithm, queuing schemes and a delega-
tion mechanism. The multi-objective task allocation algo-
rithm was implemented using PSO to find a compromise
between the aggregated quality of information/budget ratio
and the response time. This algorithm was compared with
two algorithms: one meta-heuristic (PSO-QoI) and one heu-
ristic (QoI-Heu) that aim at maximizing the QoI per task
under an incremental scenario and a realistic scenario. For
the incremental scenario, our solution reduces the budget
between 5 and 35 percent, accommodates around 20 percent
more tasks than the benchmark models while requiring less
time for the data collection. For the realistic scenario, the

proposed framework provides incentives to the workers
through the delegation mechanism. In fact, our model
presents an average recommenders’ reputation higher than
58 percent while the other two models present a reputation
lower than 50 percent. Furthermore, the queuing schemes
allow the proposed framework to further increase the allo-
cation rate without compromising the required response
time. As future work, we propose to investigate the optimi-
zation of the workers’ route when allocated to several tasks.
We also propose to investigate the implementation of other
delegation mechanisms and the analysis of the framework
performance under mobile users arrival/departure pro-
cesses to determine when the engagement strategies are
needed to guarantee the QoI per task.
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